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Main information
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Existence of toxic and harmful substances
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О: toxic and harmful substances in all accessories of this device to contain in quantity below limit value SJ/T11363-2006 «Requirements of Restriction
Existence of Toxic and Harmful Agents in Goods» agrees.
X: means existence of toxic and harmful substances at least in one of in accessories of this device in the quantity exceeding limit value according to SJ/
T11363-2006 «Requirements of Restriction Existence of Toxic and Harmful Agents in Goods».

List of malfunctions

Special instructions
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Transportation:
- When transporting, it is necessary to switch off the device and to disconnect it from food
- Put the device sideways and fix it that it didn’t shiver, didn’t fall or didn’t break.
Setting:
- Before turning on the device be convinced that the impeller or the back panel of the air cleaner are established
- Openings for an air input in the device have to is at distance 20sm and more from walls
Power supply:
- Don’t twist, don’t bend a food cable, differently farewell the cable can remain bared or absolutely break.
- At food switching off/inclusion, don’t pull a food cable
- Please, don’t connect a food cable to the improper socket
- Please, don’t connect cables of power supply of other devices in one socket with the air cleaner
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Power cable:
The below-specified information will help you to prevent emergence of the fire, defeat by current or other damages

- It is necessary to connect the corresponding additional cable of food in the socket
- Use only a cable of food of firm M і, it isn’t necessary to use cables of food of other brands
- Before breaking to technical care of the air cleaner or before its movement, disconnect a food cable from the socket

Restrictions in use:
- don’t overturn, don’t establish on an unstable surface
- don’t install the device in rooms with the increased temperature and the increased humidity

In a usage time:
- At emergence of an unusual sound, specific smell, the increased temperature or at detection of failure in work of impeller, it is necessary to
switch off the device at once;
- It is impossible to implant fingers or other things into openings for an entrance and an air outlet
- Place the air cleaner far away from hair, fabrics, etc. to avoid their hit in openings for an entrance and an air outlet
- You don’t sit down, don’t lean and don’t install the device under an inclination
- When using the device together with others (furnace) warming devices, provide good ventilation of air, for avoiding of poisoning with carbon
monoxide
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